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STUART CASSELLS’ Red Hot Chilli Pipers gies it laldy at the Falkirk Trad
Concert on 5 December. Falkirk native Stuart Cassells (centre), winner of the
2005 BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional Music Award, has been actively
supporting the Falkirk Traditional Music Project and, with the House of Edgar
Shotts and Dykehead Pipe Band’s Steven Graham, has established and is
leading a Falkirk Youth Pipe Band.

FALKIRK TRADITIONAL MUSIC PROJECT

F

ALKIRK, on the inner navigable
reaches of the Forth in central Scotland, has an often overlooked history
and a negligible musical identity.
So it came as something of a surprise to
Capercaillie co-founder Marc Duff, hired as
musician in residence for the Falkirk Traditional
Music Project, to find something of a bonanza
of locally related or sourced music.
Marc Duff grew up in Glasgow, Oban and
then Taynuilt, which is where he met up with
Donald Shaw and Karen Matheson, and Capercaillie was formed. “Donald and I had played in
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“There’s plenty of music (associated with Falkirk),
but there’s not been an awareness of it. We just
need people playing it, and we’ve started that
process with the school bands.”
the school wind band together. We went over
to the Mull Music Festival and were playing in
a session, and Sean Craig was there… then the
next week Donald phoned up and asked us if we
wanted to start a band. But it was 1984 before

we really began playing professionally.
“I don’t play with Capercaillie these days,”
he said. “I was with the band for about 12 years
but the touring was getting a bit much. But I
do gigs with the band’s fiddle player Charlie
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a tradition

THE FALKIRK Youth Pipe Band’s drum corps led by drummer Steven Graham of the grade 1 House of Edgar Shotts and Dykehead
Pipe Band in performance… the new young band, founded by piper Stuart Cassells and Steven Graham as a component of the Falkirk
Traditional Music Project, has established a relationship with the National Youth Pipe Band of Scotland.

McKerron and teach alongside another exmember, Sean Craig. And there’s a good chance
I’ll be co-operating with Donald Shaw again at
some point.”
He said he approached his music residency at
Falkirk with the sort of view most people have
of the region — “that there isn’t a whole lot to
be interested in around here,” he said.
“But I’m really happy to have found what I
have, and it’s turned into a bit of a passion for
me — I’ll keep looking for more.”
The project, set up with funding through the
Youth Music Initiative Strategic Fund, Falkirk

Council Education Services and Determined to
Succeed, was initiated in 2005 by the cultural
co-ordinators for Falkirk Council Education
Services, Gayle Martin and Fiona Ferguson.
As well as discovering the makings of a
Falkirk traditional music repertoire, the project
has seen a traditional band and youth pipe band
established in the secondary schools where students are being offered free lessons in traditional
instruments: accordion, fiddle, pipes, whistle,
bodhran, guitar and pipe band drumming.
Marc Duff ’s remit to track down some appropriate music for the learners and bands was

a key aspect of the wider project.
“In all, I got together about 250 songs and
tunes,” he said, after 12 months of part-time
research alongside teaching and other responsibilities. “And there’s a lot of very good stuff
amongst it.
“As an example, there’s a collection of tunes
from 1820, dedicated to the Countess of Dunmore by John Burns: excellent tunes on a par
with those of Neil Gow.
“The fiddle traditions of Perthshire and the
East Coast are built on people like this and,
if people start playing this John Burns matePIPING TODAY • 11
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rial, there’s no reason it couldn’t build into
a renaissance of folk tradition in the Falkirk
area. There’s a lot there that people could look
at and say, ‘this is our heritage’; there’s plenty
of music, but there’s not been an awareness of
it,” he said.
“We just need people playing it, and we’ve
started that process with the school bands.
“Pipe tunes make up the least of the material
I’ve found but Pipe Major Donald Shaw Ramsey was from this area, so you could reasonably
include a lot of his tunes in what you might call
a ‘Falkirk’ piping tradition.”
Marc Duff believes that what he has found
is a tiny part of what must at one time have
been the fabric of an exciting musical meeting place.
Falkirk has always been a terminus on the
overland route between the Highlands and the
Lowlands of Scotland, in an area well-known
to Picts and Britons before the Romans made it
into something of a northern military encampment and staging centre. A lot of significant
Scottish history unfolded in and around the
Falkirk area: Bannockburn is nearby, as are
the sites of William Wallace’s Stirling Bridge
victory and of his defeat at the “first” Battle
of Falkirk.
By the time of the “second” Battle of Falkirk
in January 1746 — which saw Jacobite forces
rout their Hanoverian pursuers with the last
“Highland charge” in history — Falkirk was
well-established as a venue for regular cattle
markets, with drovers from all over Scotland
bringing hundreds of herds into Falkirk to sell
on to southern buyers.
Cattle traders, peddlers, bankers and businessmen, food and drink sellers, tourists,
tinkers, chapmen, entertainers and musicians
made noisy, multi-lingual encampments as they
sought profit or fun at what became one of Europe’s most significant regular cattle markets.
In 1781, this profile saw Falkirk chosen as
the venue for the Highland Society of London’s
first solo piping competition.
The “trysts” reached their zenith in the mid19th century but, despite the advent of rail
links, continued in a diminishing way until the
beginning of the 20th century.
While it might be thought that these events
would encourage a vivid and varied popular
local musical heritage, industrialisation — the
intensification of mining and the establishment
of foundries followed by the construction of
massive petrochemicals facilities at Grange-

MARC DUFF accompanies piper Emma
Buchan (on whistle) in Falkirk’s Trad
Concert on 5 December… “There’s plenty
of music (associated with Falkirk), but
there’s not been an awareness of it. We just
need people playing it, and we’ve started
that process with the school bands.”

mouth — swept much of that aside, said Marc
Duff.
“There apparently were droving songs, variants of which seem to have ended up as cowboy
songs in America, but they haven’t survived
here,” he said. “However, there are quite a few
more recent songs connected with industry
in Falkirk. There’s a song about the Carron
Iron Works, for example, that was written by
a woman who lived beside the works and was
comforted by the warm glow coming from its
furnaces on the long winter nights, and there
are some songs about the 1923 Redding pit
disaster.” (Forty men died in the pit near Falkirk
when workings suddenly flooded).
Most of the material Marc Duff has found
thus far owes its preservation not to a local oral
tradition, but to the collections of the National
Library of Scotland, the Mitchell Library in
Glasgow and the archives at Callendar House,
on the estate of the Jacobite Livingston family
that was forfeited after the 1745 Rising and is
now the district’s museum. Marc Duff sought
out references to places, people and events in
Falkirk and its surrounding communities.

“At Callendar House, which was home of
the wealthy Forbes family from 1783 until well
into the 20th century, I found two handwritten
books of music that belonged to Agnes Chalmers, the wife of William Forbes.
“About half of these tunes were traditional
music that was being played at the time — and
a lot of them are tunes that are generally wellknown throughout Scotland even still.
“One or two are tunes that were dedicated
to her.
“That’s the kind of thing that has been documented because it got into aristocrats’ libraries.
But it’s very difficult to know what was going
on at the trysts where the meeting of musical
traditions would almost certainly have been
taking place among all these people from every
corner of Scotland.
“A lot of what I’ve found in Falkirk tends
to show strong influences from Highland pipe
music and the Perthshire style of fiddle playing:
the Gow styles.
“Neil Gow’s cello player, Malcolm MacDonald, for example, wrote a tune for a Mrs
Williamson of Polmont. That sort of thing
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and eventually transported to Australia.”
Marc Duff has found about 15 songs directly
relating to the two Battles of Falkirk — “and
you’re not going to find anything like that in
Bathgate,” he said. One was a song written by
Robert Tannahill, Dark Winding Carron, about
the aftermath of the Wallace Battle of Falkirk:

FALKIRK Traditional Music Project
participant Fraser Sneddon
plays in a line-up that includes
Capercaillie co-founder Marc
Duff (background) at the project’s
Trad Concert in December. The
project is re-establishing a musical
tradition that was overwhelmed by
industrialisation and social change
over the past century or two.
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Thou dark winding Carron, once pleasing to see,
To me thou can’st never give pleasure again;
My brave Caledonians lie low on the lea…

probably came about because these musicians
would be coming down from Perthshire to play
at dances, and this music would be derived from
patronage, from the aristocracy at the time.”
“I can’t really say there’s a definite Falkirk
style,” said Marc Duff. “But there is a body of
music. And there is locally-related music. So
the Gaelic poet Duncan Ban MacIntyre, for
example, who fought in the Battle of Falkirk
on the Hanoverian side, wrote a Gaelic song
about his experience.
“Falkirk is thought of as being very much
in the Lowlands these days but, until council
boundaries were changed about 20 years ago,
Falkirk was in Stirlingshire, which extended
up to the Bridge of Orchy — which is where
Duncan Ban Macintyre came from: Glenorchy,
on the edge of Argyll.
“Going back to the era just before the industrialisation of this area, the music that was
going on in Perthshire — and we still perceive
Perthshire as having a rich tradition — that
tradition would have been seeping down into
this area as well. There would not have been the
cutoff we see today; geographically none of it

is that far away.”
Marc Duff said he had found nothing radically new in his research and quest for “Falkirk”
music. “But I do have a lot of fiddle tunes, some
of which are in the pipe scale.
“I think it’s quite important to get this
traditional music heard because Falkirk lacks
a definite character; I can’t, for example, quite
put my finger on a Falkirk accent. Getting this
music heard is a step in terms of getting some
kind of cultural identity.
“If you went to other areas in central Scotland, I’d doubt that it would be as productive,”
he said. “The thing about the Falkirk area is
that there’s a lot of highly significant history
here. I hadn’t realised, for example, that there
was a ‘battle’ at Bonnymuir near Bonnybridge
in 1820 when a group of radical reformers were
attacked by cavalry and arrested, then executed
or transported.
“I found about three songs to do with the
incident. One I found in the National Library
of Scotland, called Dark Bonnymuir, is particularly good. It was written by Allan Barbour
Murchie, who was imprisoned at Stirling Castle

“There’s a version of The Lass of Loch Royal
(Royan) by Burns and the only place people
have suggested it could be connected with is
Rough Castle,” said Marc Duff. “It was Karine
Polwart who put me onto that. And she also put
me onto a tune called The Hills of Dunipace that
I haven’t managed to find yet, but it’s a tune she
knew locally because she came from Banknok,
just west of Denny.
“Then there’s Brian McNeill, who was born
in Falkirk, and wrote Lads of the Fair. Nick Keir
of The McCalmans has written a song about
the Falkirk Tryst.”
“There was a poet and song writer, William
Cameron, who was born in Dunipace in 1801.
He wrote a few songs relating to the area. And
Nathaniel Gow put the melody to one of his
songs, Bothwell Castle.
“There are songs about the Union Canal,
and there’s a song called The Lass of Kelvinhall
written by a Dr Richard Lyle from Airth in the
mid-19th century.”
Ewan MacColl wrote a song about his father
called My Old Man that relates to his father’s
having worked at the Carron Iron Works:
My old man was a good old man
Skilled in the moulding trade
In the stinking heat of the iron foundry
My old man was made
Down on his knees in the moulding sand
He wore his trade like a company brand
He was one of the cyclops’ smoky band
Yes, that was my old man…
From more recent times, some interesting
and notable pipers are associated with the
area, said Marc Duff — “people like Jimmy
Anderson from Larbert who piped with the
The Clutha folk group back in the 1960s, one
of the first groups to include pipes.
“He has played with the Wallacestone Pipe
Band and was with Muirhead and Sons during its most successful five-year run as world
champions in the 1960s under Bob Hardie.
His connection with folk music goes back many
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years, both as an individual player and as the
piper with Clothe.
“He has made many visits abroad and has
a special affinity to Brittany where he has
attended and played at many festivals. A carpenter to trade, he also established himself as
a highly regarded maker of Scottish lowland
and smallpipes.
“A lot of the tunes in the Edcath Collections
books from around the 1950s have local connections. A piper called Roddy MacDonald
lived in this area and wrote a number of tunes.
There is a strathspey called Dorrater Bridge by
Pipe Major James Braidwood, and a march or
two-step also by him, Dovecote Park, that are
connected with Falkirk. And there’s a composer
called Ian Peterson who lived in Grangemouth,
and I have about 40 of his fiddle tunes written
from about 1970.
“Another piper here, Jimmy Stewart, has
some pipe tunes for me,” said Mac Duff.
“Looking for older pipe tunes is a differ-
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ent matter but there’re now quite a few good
musicians around and there have been some
good-going sessions lately in Falkirk at the
Canal Inn — it’s nicknamed ‘The War Office’ at Lock 16, near The Rosebank (a former
whisky distillery).
“The problem has been that, although there
are some musicians around, they haven’t really
had a place to go. But there’s a bit of a buzz
around the Canal Inn now and it’s bringing people out. There’s also a session on Thursdays at the
Scotia Bar which is pretty much a session with
players from the Falkirk Fiddle Workshop.
“The folk club is doing quite well here, and
we have Stuart Cassells who’s from here and very
much involved with the project, establishing a
local youth pipe band; and Chris Armstrong
now lives at Airth. Emma Buchan is a young
piper from Shieldhill who is going to be important in the scene.”
Marc Duff is making a selection from the
tunes he has collected that, along with some

historical background information, will be
produced as a book and CD for schools in the
area. “Hopefully that’ll happen in the next year
or 18 months,” he said.
And some of the tunes are likely to find their
way into a solo album he intends to complete
this year: “I’ll definitely be using some of these
tunes I’ve found on the album. Hopefully
that’ll help to raise awareness of the music in
this area.”
But, he said, the real need in Falkirk is for
an arts centre: “a facility like The Tollbooth
in Stirling.
“I must have been to more gigs in the past
year at The Tollbooth than in the previous 10
years anywhere, just because they put on really
good, top quality Scottish traditional music.
But there’s nothing like that in Falkirk and it’s
a major setback for them.
“Falkirk is very accessible, it could easily be
a real arts centre, a cultural hub, if the right
bodies get together.” l

